
Geometry   Unit   1:   Lines,   Angles,   and   Transformations  
Grade   Level:9-11  
Unit   Name:   Lines,   Angles,   and   Transformations  
Pacing   8   weeks  

Priority   Standards:   
 
G.CO.A.2   Represent   transformations   in   the  
plane,   and   describe   them   as   functions   that  
take   points   in   the   plane   as   inputs   and   give  
other   points   as   outputs.  
 
G.CO.A.5   Demonstrate   the   ability   to   rotate,  
reflect   or   translate   a   figure,   and   determine  
a   possible   sequence   of   transformations  
between   two   congruent   figures.  
 
 
  
 

Learning   Targets:  
 
➢ I   will   translate   and   reflect   geometric  

figures   in   a   coordinate   plane.  
➢ I   will   rotate   figures   in   a   coordinate  

plane.  
➢ I   will   determine   the   sequence   of  

transformations   required   to   change  
one   figure   into   another.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supporting   Standards:  
G.CO.C.8   Prove   theorems   about   lines   and   angles.  
G.CO.D.11   Construct   geometric   figures   using  
various   tools   and   methods.   
G.CO.GPE.B.3   Use   coordinates   to   prove   geometric  
theorems   algebraically  
G.GPE.B.4   Prove   the   slope   criteria   for   parallel   and  
perpendicular   lines   and   use   them   to   solve  
problems.  
G.CO.A.1   Define   angle,   circle,   perpendicular   line,  
parallel   line,   line   segment   and   ray   based   on   the  
undefined   notions   of   point,   line,   distance   along   a  
line   and   distance   around   a   circular   arc.   
G.CO.A.2   Represent   transformations   in   the   plane,  
and   describe   them   as   functions   that   take   points   in  
the   plane   as   inputs   and   give   other   points   as   outputs  
G.CO.A.3   Describe   the   rotational   symmetry   and  
lines   of   symmetry   of   two   dimensional   figures.  
G.CO.A.4   Develop   definitions   of   rotations,  
reflections   and   translations   in   terms   of   angles,  
circles,   perpendicular   lines,   parallel   lines   and   line  
segments.  
G.CO.B.6   Develop   the   definition   of   congruence   in  
terms   of   rigid   motions.  

Big   Ideas:     All   shapes   are   consistent  
regardless   of   where   they   are   in   space.  
 
 
 
 

Essential   Unit   Questions:  
1. How   do   you   distinguish,   measure,  

and   find   key   points   on   a   line?  
2. What   geometric   properties   become  

defined   with   the   intersection   of   two  
lines?  

3. How   do   you   prove   properties   and  
theorems?  

4. How   do   you   transform   figures?  
 

Vocabulary:  
Undefined   terms,   point,   line,   plane,   collinear   points,  
coplanar   points,   defined   terms,   line   segment,  
endpoint,   ray,   opposite   rays,   intersection,   postulate,  
axiom,   coordinate,   distance,   construction,  
congruent   segments,   between,   midpoint,   segment,  
angle,   vertex,   sides   of   an   angle,   interior   of   an  
angle,   exterior   of   and   angle,   measure   of   an   angle,  
acute   angle,   right   angle,   obtuse   angle,   straight  
angle,   congruent   angles,   angle   bisector,  
complementary   angles,   supplementary   angles,  



 adjacent   angles,   linear   pair,   vertical   angles,  
conditional   statement,   if-then-form,   hypothesis,  
conclusion,   negation,   converse,   inverse,  
contrapositive,   equivalent   statements,  
perpendicular   statement,   truth   value,   truth   table,  
conjecture,   inductive   reasoning,   counterexample,  
deductive   reasoning,   line   perpendicular   to   a   plane,  
proof,   two-column   proof,   theorem,   flowchart   proof,  
paragraph   proof,   parallel   lines,   skew   lines,   parallel  
planes,   transversal,   corresponding   angles,  
alternate   interior   angles,   alternate   exterior   angles,  
consecutive   interior   angles,   distance   from   a   point   to  
a   line,   perpendicular   bisector,   directed   line  
segment,   vector,   initial   point,   terminal   point,  
horizontal   component,   vertical   component,  
component   form,   transformation,   image,   preimage,  
translation,   rigid   motion,   composition   of  
transformations,   reflection,   line   of   reflection,   glide  
reflection,   line   of   symmetry,   line   symmetry,   rotation,  
center   of   rotation,   angle   of   rotation,   rotational  
symmetry,   center   of   symmetry,   congruent   figures,  
congruence   transformation,   dilation,   center   of  
dilation,   scale   factor,   enlargement,   reduction,  
similarity   transformation,   similar   figures  
 

 


